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About This Content

The Lobot Box contains a gold robot vanity set for your character in Portal Knights including:

- Lobot Arms
- Lobot Body

- Lobot Helmet
- Lobot Legs

Access your robot vanity set from the in-game shop in Portal Knights.

Take down the evil that has invaded the worlds of Portal Knights in this action-RPG sandbox game! Travel between randomly
generated worlds and meet new characters. Level up your character and battle monsters unleashed by The Fracture. Explore
each world and mine resources required to craft unique and powerful items. Rebuild the worlds in ever-changing landscapes.

Restore peace to the world by defeating the Portal Guardians and becoming the ultimate Portal Knight!
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Title: Portal Knights - Lobot Box
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Keen Games
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: AMD Phenom(tm) 8450 Triple-Core Processor (3 CPUs), ~2.1GHz or Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 @ 3.0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 470 (1Gb VRAM) / ATI Radeon TM HD 6870 (1Gb VRAM)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: On Board

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Finnish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Simplified
Chinese,Swedish,Polish,Turkish,Czech,Thai
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I GOT THIS KEY FOR REVIEWING PURPOSE *************************
i am a beginner in the reviewing things so please support me if you saw anything wrong
My Review:
Survivors is a god-like sim game that i liked
Pros:
1. Active Devs the devs of this game are really active adding cards and fixing the bugs
2. Good background music PS. i don't have really good taste at music ^^
3. Good concept of a game i really liked it and i played 1.4 hrs and i liked it, Once you learn it you will love it you will get into it
and build and get army
Cons:
1.The annoying movement , The people in this game are moving randomly
2.The building part is annoying because of the movement , So, when i decide the please of the building i have to wait for the
people to reach the place by random movement so they aren't going directly to build it
3.The sea background isn't good because i feel like it is a GIF file , Because it moves and repeat the same movie over and over
Something i really didn't like:
The tutorial is something i didn't like because i hate wasting my time in reading i wish if you the devs make an interactive
tutorial like other game so i can learn and play in the same time , so, this game isn't for the people who don't like reading
Final rating: 6/10 good game but needs more working. Hexcells is probably still the high water mark but this is more great stuff.

If you enjoyed his other work then you'll enjoy this.

Mobile versions please!. nice expansion if you own company of heroes. One of the best game ever made I am very disappointed
why the cancelled the sequel it would have been amazing.. this game is trying WAY too hard to do everything, but it can't do
anything right. One of the best Mod to Company of Heroes for those who really want to play with a WW1 RTS (like me).. It is
helpful to have some IT experience for this game. In the beginning it works like a charm; you have strict conditions what to do,
and if you know how Linux works, you're gonna have an easy time.
After a while you realize that this technical knowledge will not really help you anymore. You need to think outside the box and
solve problems that will make you curse the programmer of this game.
It escalates in the last level, and after you're done with the game, you gonna feel bad for being this stupid blinkered specialist
who unsealed a digital monster that was held back for a good reason.
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Great game, itt takes a long time to load but it's worth it. It's even better when you play it with freinds.. I love Hidden Object
Games, but I hate their pricetags, so I generally recommend getting them in bundles. I'd also only recommend this if you like
HOGs and puzzling, or you won't get much out of this (or any HOG for that matter).

I found this title rather charming (there is something magical about the tiny world, where things we know as every day objects
are alien and repurposed in creative ways), and there were definitely a few moments where I was a bit stumped and had to think
a bit outside the box or try some unlikely things to progress. Items changing shape in an HO scene were also a nice touch.

I do wish Artifex Mundi HOGs had a non-fullscreen option, but alas.. I can't launch the game! Help! What I need to do?.
Amaizing game better ROI than any "live service". Perfectly servicable Nordo-Jank. Even though i hadnt played the original
game, i bought this and it was worth it. Its an amazing game with 2 paths to go, giving me 7+ hours of game time. I really
recommend this TO EVERYONE!. Awesome game. Corny cheesy fun, not as whitty as your more traditional Monkey Island
games, but definately a good ol' 'bout of piratey fun. Not too long in gameplay, and the majority of puzzles are fairly easy and
amusing.

Word of warning: avoid speaking to your tattered parrot familiar at all costs, as he will regularly ruin gameplay and give things
away without you even asking!. I was pleased to see Big Fish Games releasing more casual adventure games on Steam, though
I'm a little disappointed to see that there is no achievement added. However, there are ingame achievements. Anyway, Dark
Parables is a huge series in the casual world, first by Blue Tea Games before being developed by Eipix.

The series is a chronicle of investigations in the world of fairy tales: the fabled detective is sent to different kingdoms or fantasy
worlds in order to find what evil is wrecking havoc and how to appease it. This game concerns the tale of the Little Mermaid
and the Purple Tide (not really familiar with this one, as the only mermaid tales I know are the Disney movie, Lorelei and the
ancient Greek myth - as for the tale itself, I've vaguely heard of it in the Wolf Among Us).

There is a temple undersea that suddenly appeared and a monster is terrorizing everyone. However, arriving there, a mermaid
seems to want to help you while a cloaked figure (from a previous game if I've understood clearly as the detective was familiar
with the voice) is also waiting to enter the temple and to find a lost kingdom.

The story is full of twists and questions: the mermaid is helping you AND also trying to slow you down, the cloaked figure is a
suspect but his identity is quite shocking, the ghost you encounter is blaming himself but isn't opposed to your presence and the
mermaids, well, some of them are also tied to other investigations (which is not really a shock as the fabled detective is
acquainted with nearly everyone - however, as the game isn't the first in the series, it's making you wanting to play every Dark
Parables out there).

The gameplay is standard: find objects, use them, combine them, solve puzzles and clear hidden objects scenes. Everything is
quite easy, though you have sometimes an hard time to see some objects or to link them to an area of interest. Even these areas
can be hard to spot. On the other side, you have the hunt for Parables (to unlock the whole background on your case), for Moons
and even for cups of tea (a nod to Blue Tea Games I suppose). Achievements are also present ingame but they can be upgraded:
you have to find a cup of tea, then 3 then the whole pack. Even the fish mascot (Felix I think) from Big Fish Games is present.

I'm not going to tell you every bonus in this Collector's Edition but well, there is a bonus chapter on Bluebeard, wallpapers, etc...

I loved the graphics as the general ambiance of the game.

Anyway, this game is really a must-have, though I would prefer Artifex Mundi's work (developped by them like Enigmatis or
Nightmares from the Deep) but well, while I find the price tag a little high, Big Fish is now participating on sales, so, when you
see a discount, go for it.
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